In Support of USA Troops
This is a Jeanette Shanigan original design. Your printing of this pattern grants you personal use of the design and the instructions. That is, you may
make bracelets as gifts. Finished bracelets may not be sold. Nor may classes with fees be taught with this pattern. All commercial uses of this pattern
are prohibited. As outlined in copyright law, I, Jeanette Shanigan, retain all public use (i.e. display, photocopying, distribution, publication, sales, etc.) of
the design and instructions.
Reproduction, display, or distribution on a larger scale with the intent of personal profit or recognition is prohibited.
Thanks for respecting the US copyright laws and me, as an artist.
jeanette@mtaonline.net = my e-mail address

Materials:
needle: size 10
thread: Nymo D
seed beads, size 11: blue, red, white, yellow
1 clasp
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N&T = needle and thread

In honor of our troops in
the Middle East. May
they come home safely.
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1. Leaving a 10-inch tail, use a single unknotted strand of thread to string a stopper bead.
2. String 2 white, 2 red, 1 blue, clasp, 6 blue, 1 white, and 1 blue. Pass the N&T through the third strung blue bead,
as illustrated. Pull tight.
3. String 1 blue, 1 white, and 1 blue. Pass the N&T through the red bead, as illustrated. Pull tight.
4. String 1 red and 2 white beads. Pass the N&T through the white bead, as illustrated.
5. String 3 red and 1 white. Pass the N&T through the indicated white bead. (Four beads are always used at edges.)
6. Continue in this manner for the entire length of the bracelet. It is helpful to use a post-it note to mark the row on the
graph. Each beaded segment (flag + yellow ribbon) is about 1 ¾ inches long. Add segments as needed for
desired length.
7. Thread on clasp at same position on the other end. Weave in thread and tie off. Remove stopper bead, weave in
thread and tie off.

